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Organization Profile Form
April 1, 2017
Organization name: Blue

Bear LES

Kind of organization: Company
FORENSIC SOFTWARE:
Automated analysis and categorization of media-evidence

BlueBear is a Canadian innovative software shop focused on forensic software solutions for Law
Enforcement. Our objective is to design and develop software that gives law enforcement and
intelligence communities the solutions they need to do their jobs effectively, efficiently and successfully.
BlueBear’s technology was created because of a demand by Law Enforcement agencies for an easy to
use forensic tools that will automate and assist in the expedient processing of very large amounts of
confiscated images and videos files. With this in mind, BlueBear provides a suite of tools for use by Law
Enforcement mainly in online Child Exploitation cases and the identification of individuals associated
with these and other cases. BlueBear’s flagship product is called LACE
Products and Services
BlueBear LACE is best-in-class software solution for carving, processing, categorizing and managing
massive volumes of visual media. LACE is no frills, rock solid and it enables investigators to efficiently
review and analyse vast amounts of image and video data, dramatically reducing the time and resources
required to bring a case to court. LACE comes in a client-server configuration that allows multiple
investigators and analysts to work simultaneously in interaction with a visual media database that is
optimized to process hundreds of millions of images and frames.

Core Competencies:
Expertise in :
Forensic Image/video recognition that automates the analysis and categorization of visual material
Computer forensic carving
Biometric face extraction and matching
Voice biometric
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Blue Bear LES
Current foreign representation: No? Yes? X If yes, please answer the following:
 Company subsidiary, joint venture or affiliated company (identify)
X Distributor or agent - Data Experts
 Licensing arrangements (identify)
 Other (explain)

Relationships: Blue Bear is seeking the following:
X Channel/distribution partners
 Investment in the company
 To invest in other companies
 Licensing opportunities (in or out)
 Other (explain)

Meeting interest: Blue Bear would like to meet with the following:
 Meet with military
X Meet with companies for collaborations, projects and synergies
X Meet with police agency
 Meet with universities and research centers for collaborations, projects and synergies
X Other (explain) – meet with state and local government organizations

Primary contact information:
Name: Antoine Normand, CEO
Email: an@bb-les.ca
Office: +1.819.778.2338 ext 204 Mobile: +1.819.328.3003
Company office address:
BlueBear LES
35 Gamelin
Gatineau, QC
CANADA J8Y 1V4
http://bb-les.ca

